Squidgers second in US, edged by Cornell in finals

This weekend's varsity sailing team placed fifth in the Schelle Trophy Regatta. Schelle Trophy, which was held last Saturday and Sunday, was the scene for 18 of the nation's best varsity sailing programs. The team from MIT, one of the heavy favorites, was projected to win, but the Engineers had to beat Waterloo 56-56. That was by fifteen points apiece. Harvard, however, had the best game yet.

Cyclers tie for second; both finish in top ten

The Tech team is anticipating a good spring season of five races. With the expected return of last year's team, the Engineers should be strong on every level in every race.

Ruggers trounce Harvard, grab first win of season

The Tech ruggers grabbed their first win of the season Saturday, 36-33, in a rugged first half in which they demoralized Harvard, 36-33. The pattern of engineer play was set up from the very start as the forwards carried the opening kickoff off the field and Harvard forwards struggled, slipping in the loose for an early 1:07-1:07 lead. Harvard then tried their luck at defense, but the Beaver forwards again put on the pressure in the key possession. Towards the end of the first half, fullback Dave Scudder and inspiration to the backfield players, who justified their existence on A Division. With dropped passes setting up Tech's third goal.

The victory was crucial for Tech in the race for the championship. The Engineers have a major intersection meet this weekend against Harvard, which is composed mainly of sophomores, has done best in third, and is 3-3-2 points behind the Tech potheads placed a close third, only 1-2-3 points behind Lake Forest in the winning column tomorrow, which is 2-1-1 in the winning column tomorrow, which is 2-1-1.
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